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教  案

周    次 第     周，第    次课 授课时间 年   月  日

授课章节 Unit 4: Lions and Tigers and Bears

本（章）节

授课方式
课堂讲授（√）  实践课（  ） 教学时数 2 学时

本

（
章
）

节

教

学

目

标

to learn the ways of narration.

to learn the writing style

to learn some culture about N.Y.

to strength the methods of word formation.

to master the required grammar.

授

课

要

点

教

学

重

点

和

难

点

1.Word formation

2.Key words

3.Background information 
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思考题

或

作  业

1．Preview Text A and analyze the structure.

2．Underline the difficult points.

教学内容与组织安排
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Background information:

The founding commissioners: the city officials who were appointed to establish Central Park. Commissioners 

are officials in government, esp. those in charge of departments. The founding commissioners of Central Park 

were the landscape architects Frederick Law Olmsted and Calvert Vaux. The two designed and oversaw the 

first-phase construction of the Park which began in 1858 and ended in 1878.

Robert Moses (1888—1981) was a New York state and municipal official whose ambitious public works 

projects of the 1930s, 1940s and 1950s transformed the urban landscape of New York City. He expanded the 

State’s park system and built numerous parkways and hundreds of new playgrounds and parks and important 

highways, bridges and tunnels linking the boroughs of New York City. Moses preferred recreational facilities to 

the rural scenery stressed by the English Romanticists, and an ordered and symmetrical design in French 

Renaissance style, evident in the southern Central  Park. Therefore, under Moses, Central Park gained

playgrounds, 12 ball-fields, handball courts, and the Woll-man Rink.

Central Park History

There are three elements in the architecture of Central Park. 
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English Romanticism is characterized by the picturesque ideal to blend with the natural environment. 

Central Park’s founding commissioners Olmsted and Calvert Vaux were influenced by this tradition. Their 

ideal was to allow New Yorkers to experience a day in the pastoral country without leaving the island city. 

Another style is Classicism characterized by formal symmetry and the use of straight lines, evident in the 

south end of the Park.

The Park was pressed for primarily by wealthy merchants and landowners. In the first decade after its 

completion, it was clearly the playground of the wealthy. It was located too far uptown to be within walking 

distance for the city’s working class population. 

Saturday afternoon concerts were for middle-class audiences, for the six-day working week precluded 

attendance by the working class.  

Until the late 19th century, workers comprised but a fraction of the visitors to the Park when they launched a 

successful campaign to have concerts held on Sundays.

Indeed the concept of creating the park was originally conceived by wealthy New Yorkers who admired the 

public grounds of London and Paris. However, with the maturing of the nation and the rise of its power, the pride 

of Americanism gradually took the upper hand. The author therefore describes the Park proudly as efficient, 

purposeful and distinctive—neither romantic nor classical, and neither English nor French, but distinctively 

American.

Warm-up questions:

Are you afraid to go to the local park by yourself at night? What are you scared about?

Have you ever looked into the eyes of gentle animals? What do you describe the look?

Would you have the impulse to talk to animals?

Tell a story of how you spent an unforgettable night in the secluded place. 

Ask the students: what can they think of when seeing the title?

The characteristics about the present article: 

It is first carried in the New Yorker in 1999. The essay had the honor to appear in the best American Travel 

Writing (2000). What sets the writer apart from many others, is his artful way of combining his travel 

descriptions with everything he has read, heard, observed and experienced in connection with the place: his 

movements in Central Park, the events and famous people associated with its history, the beauty of N.Y at night 

seen from its heart, the crime the Park has witnessed and the fear it has inspired. Rather than just chronicling his 

camping out night experience, the author writes in an engaging style, varying the pace as well as the tone of his 

narration with a charming rhythm.

As for the language, the essay is a good example of rhythmic writing, crisp conciseness, remarkable accuracy 

and delightful humor. It also presents a good opportunity to learn the terms for all sorts of crime and criminal 

offenders (e.g. muggers, garrotters, purse snatchers, etc), onomatopoeia (cracking, crashing, snapping, rustling

words denoting different ways of walking and running ( stroll, ramble, bolt, tiptoe…) and many specific action 

verbs such as “grab, jerk, whip”

Word building: 

shimmering: shining unevenly/seeming to move slightly
other words denoting “to send forth light”
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                 glimmer
                 glisten
                 glitter
                 sparkle
                 twinkle

Everything about her shimmered and glimmered softly, as if her dress had been woven out of 

candle-beams.

The sweat glistened on his forehead.

jewels glittering in the display case

crystal glasses sparkling in the candlelight

a few stars, twinkling faintly in the deep blue of the night sky

general verbs                     specific verbs  
look/see/watch scan （细查，扫视）

glimpse（瞥见，简短的一瞥）  

glare（怒目而视）

stare（凝视）

gaze（集中注意力看，凝视）  glance（粗略地看一下，扫视）  

peep （窥视，偷窥）

peek（瞥一眼，偷窥）

peer（细看）

run bolt (to run in a sudden way)  迅速移动，惊跑

dash 猛冲，

hurry 快速移动

jog 慢跑

plunge 冲入，俯冲  

rush 冲，猛攻；奔泻

scurry 疾跑，急赶

trot  小跑

walk hike (to go for along walk for fun or exercise) 远足，长途步行

march (to walk steadily)   齐步前进，行进

race    踱步

ramble    漫步闲逛

shuffle (to walk without taking your feet  from the ground)拖着步子走

step (a short distance) 走，跨步

stride (to take long steps) 大步行走，跨

stroll (to walk with out hurrying, often for pleasure) 溜达，闲逛，散步

tiptoe   惦着脚尖走

Specific words vividly describe the actions for minute description. 

jerk: to pull something suddenly using a lot of force
George raced to the window and jerked back the curtains.
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grab: to take hold of something in a rough or rude way
He grabs a knife and dives at the robber.

                     

adjective suffixes summarized

-ful:   useful, beautiful, powerful
-less:   hopeless, homeless, useless
-able:  desirable, comparable, reasonable
-ible:   visible, responsible, possible
-ive:  impressive, active, protective
-ic:  symbolic, economic, idealistic
-ant:  important, distant, dominant
-ent:  consistent, frequent, persistent
-ist:  colonialist, fundamentalist, individualist
-ese:  Chinese, Japanese, Nepalese
-(i)an: Russian, Canadian, American
-y:  rosy, dusty, skinny
-ly:  homely, friendly, orderly
-en:  wooden, woolen, golden
-ary:  revolutionary, voluntary, military
-ory:  preparatory, compulsory, introductory

There is no verb.+ing…

There is no escaping/denying the recognition that the city was very beautiful. (Para. 12)
    There is no denying that…

There's no escaping being human.    (We can never escape who we are.)

There is no escaping the fact that he has lied. (One cannot escape from the fact that he has lied.)

There was no knowing how long he might be away. 

There’s no telling when an outburst might come.

There’s no escaping the dust in Spring.

There is no telling how long he might be away.

There’s no escaping mental stress these days. Life is tough.

There is no denying the fact that these people have a reason to be angry.

There is no arguing with someone who refuses to listen.

He knew that from that day onward there was no going back.

There was no mistaking his intention this time.

There is no denying that he is bad-tempered and selfish. But he’s also a genius.
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教  案
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周    次 第    周，第    次课 授课时间 年   月  日

授课章节 Text A

本（章）节

授课方式
课堂讲授（√）  实践课（  ） 教学时数 6 学时

本

（
章
）

节

教

学

目

标

1. Elicit the students’ critical thinking on the topic concerned

2. Summarize the main points of the author’s argument

3. Master the use of relevant words and expressions 

4. Highlight the language points 

授

课

要

点

教

学

重

点

和

难

点

1. Useful expressions

2.Understanding of author’s argument

思考题

或

作  业

Exercises of “more work on vocabulary” and “more work on 

grammar”

教学内容与组织安排
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Teaching methods:

Help the students summarize the important strands that are interwoven to form his narration: the adventure of the 

author’s night camping out in the Park; the Park’s architectural features; famous people and events associated 

with the Park and the mixed feelings the Park inspired in people.

To better grasp the ways of writing ,the students are asked to write an article in imitation of this style, say, about 

the Summer Palace or the West Lake or a similar place in your locality, combining narration of travel experience 

with a discussion of its history and associated legends and folk tales.

Teaching procedures:

Step 1: lead-in

Begin the lesson with introduction of the author. Refer to note 1 on page 370.

Background information: Founding Commissioners of Central Park

Step 2: fast reading

This time, the students are advised to figure out the places the author had arrived at during his adventure.

Theme of the Text:

By traveling the Central Park at night, the author’s ambivalence makes clear New Yorkers’ attitude to the Park. 

On one hand, there is love and pride New Yorkers have for the cultural richness and the beauty the Park offers; 

on the other hand, the crime and fear they have associated with the Park.  

Structure of the Text

Part one(1-2): The author decided to camp in the Central Park .

Part two(3-6): The first or two hours and his feeling and the fear Central Park inspired

Part three(7-12): Central Park history and another scare

Part four(13-25): My sleep over in the wood 

Plot: travel descriptions combined with everything he has heard, read, observed and experienced in             

connection with the place: his movements in Central Park, the events and famous people             

associated with its history, the beauty of New York at night, the crime of fear it’s inspired.              

intensive reading

For this time, the students are asked to find out the following details: his first hour in the Park; the New Yorkers

attitude to the Park; his encounter with the couple….

Meanwhile, they should try to find out the things mentioned in the 2nd step. 

Para 1:

Questions for appreciation: part 1 (1-2)

when?

what’s the weather like?

what do you know about Central Park?

what did the poem try to tell us?

why did the author decide to camp in Central Park at night?

Language study:

55) to stuff sth with sth else: to fill or overfill a container or space with sth, 

e.g. It’s cheaper to stuff the pillow with foam than with feathers.
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The cook stuffed the chicken with rice and sausage.

56) to stuff into sth else: to push sth into a space or a container, 

e.g. Don’t stuff anything else in, or the bag will burst.

Just stuff the laundry into the machine and turn on power. It is fully automatic.

57) [paraphrase]:I arrived one heavy, muggy Friday evening in July to do just that:

I arrived one hot and humid Friday evening in July to spend the night in Central Park.

Both “heavy” and “muggy” mean (weather) hot in a humid and unpleasant way, esp.

Before or after rain or a storm, just like Beijing in July.

58) … and drop off to a peaceful, outdoorsy sleep.

To drop off: (infml) to start to sleep, 

e.g.I often drop off while watching TV. The programs are so boring.

Compare:

Can you drop me off at a supermarket? I have to buy some groceries.

Can you drop the folder off at Lao Wang’s house on your way home? It’s urgent.

59) [paraphrase]:Of course, anybody who knows anything about New York knows the city’s essential 

platitude—that you don’t wander in Central Park at night—and in that, needless to say, was the 

appeal: it was the thing you don’t do.

Everybody who knows New York knows that you should not wander in Central Park at night because it is 

too dangerous.This is known to all and has been said over and over. However,precisely because of the risk, 

it is natural that people often want to do it.

appeal:the power of attracting or arousing interest.

***appeal 用法见 p378.

60) [paraphrase]…ever since the Park’s founding …nearly a hundred and fifty years ago…

The founding commissioners:the city officials who wee appointed to establish Central Park.Commissioners 

are officials in government, esp.those in charge of departments. The founding commissioners of Central 

Park were the landscape architects Frederick Law Olmsted and Calvert Vaux. The two designed and 

oversaw the first-phase construction of the Park which began in 1858 and ended in 1878.

61) If you should happen after dark to find yourself in Central Park…

“Should ”is used after “if”, “in case” or with subject and verbs inverted to suggest that an event is not likely 

to happen.

More examples:

62) If you should change your mind. Do let me know.

63) Should Tom phone, can you tell him I’ll phone back later?

64) He could persuade her to stay should this be necessary.

Para 2:

65) Even now, when every Park official, city administrator, and police officer…

city administrator: a person who works for the city’s public affairs, for example those on the city council.

66) [paraphrase]:Or a purse-snatcher, loon, prostitute, drug dealer, murderer—not to mention bully, 

garroter, highway robber.

This sentence presents a good opportunity for learners to learn terms for different law or regulation 

offenders.

To snatch: vt. to pull or take sth away quickly,  攫取，抓得，夺得。

e.g. The thief snatched the landbag and ran away.

    He snatched the girl out of the icy water.
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I had 10 minutes to snatch some food before the class began.

[idiom]: snatch at: 设法/试图抓住

       Snatch up: 一把抓住

*** The policeman seized the thief who snatched the girl’s purse. 警察抓住了抢了那小姑娘钱包的小偷。

(辩意：seize “抓住”，突然用力抓住； snatch “抓取，夺取”，指出其不意地突然猛力地拿走，强调“拿走”

思。)

not to mention: used to add sth that makes the situation even more difficult, interesting, surprising, etc

More examples:

67) The city offers tourists scenic spots, beautiful weather and delicious food, not to mention the famous 

shopping malls.

68) Dave has to look after his ninety-five-year-old mother, not to mention his five kids.

Para 3:

Questions for appreciation: para (3-4)

a) what did he do in the first two hours?

b) what was his generally feeling? Why did he feel like that?

Language studies:

69) [paraphrase]:I arrived at nine-fifteen and made for the only nocturnal spot I knew: the 

Delacorte Theater.

I arrived at nine-fifteen and went to the only place I knew at night (that had something going on)

to make for:

70) to move towards (a place)

As soon as it started to rain, we turne round and made for home.

The escaped prisoner was making for the coast.

71) to help make sth possible

International football matches sometimes make for better understanding between countries.

The large print makes for easier reading.

nocturnal: happening at night

the Delacorte Theater: the open-air theater in Central Park that serves as home to free summertime 

performances which, during the months of June, July and August, include at least one Shakespeare production. 

The summertime performances are one of the New York City’s most beloved cultural events.

72) [paraphrase]:... and this could have been an outdoor summer-stock Shakespeare production 

anywhere in America, except in one respect.

And tonight’s performance could be any outdoor performance of Shakespeare’s play one regularly finds in 

summer in America (It’s a cultural tradition in America to put on free Shakespeare production in summer). 

There was only one difference.

stock: used as an adjective, meaning: usually kept in stock and regularly available e.g.

73) Intensive Reading is one of our stock courses.

74) Toothpaste is stock merchandise in a drugstore.

production: used to refer to a public performance or a showing of a movie, play, TV or radio program, e.g.

75) The Royal Shakespeare Company’s production of Macbeth that year was a great cultural event.

76) Several new productions will be presented on Broadway this season.

Shakespeare: Here the name stands for the works of Shakespeare. The use of the name of one person/thing 

(Shakespeare) for another, with which it is closely associated (Shakespeare’s works) is a common figure of 

speech called metonymy. For more examples:
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77) He spent the whole day reading Shakespeare. (Shakespeare’s works)

78) According to many analysts, George W. Bush’s path to November would be uphill all the way. (Here 

November refers to the presidential election in the United States.)

except in one respect: except on one point

respect vs. aspect: These two words are easily confused. The best way to learn the difference is to look at 

their different collocations, which show us just how important collocations are.

respect: a way

79) In many respects John is the best student we have had for years. (in many ways)

80) These two poems are similar in some respects. (in some ways)

81) In this/one respect the Negroes were even worse off than the Indians. (on this point)

aspect: a single area of interest from a particular point of view; a side or phase

82) We discussed several important aspects of the learning process.

83) There is a humanitarian aspect in this matter.

84) They had to consider the plan in all its aspects.

85) We as jurors are here to decide whether the accused is guilty or not guilty. The moral aspect of the case 

is not our concern.

86) …a police car was now parked conspicuously in view, its roof light slowly rotating…

in view: close enough to be seen, e.g.

Victory is in view.

The magician performed the trick in full view of the audience.

other uses of “view”:

to come into view:

The castle suddenly came into view.

to come in view of:

We came in view of the castle as we turned the corner.

to disappear/be lost from view:

The procession gradually disappeared from view.

to block/obstruct/shut off/spoil the view:

The new building spoils the view from our window.

to have a fantastic/breathtaking/splendid/magnificent/spectacular/superb/glorious view of sth:

We have a fantastic view of the mountains from our balcony. 

87) [paraphrase]…the rotating red light was like a campfire in the wild, warning what’s out there to 

stay away.

The turning red light on the roof of the police car is like a campfire in the wild, warning dangerous people 

or animals that might be out there not to come close.

the wild: an environment that is natural, e.g.

animals living in the wild;

The Call of the Wild (a classic novel by Jack London)

Para 4:

88) …climbing the steps of Belvedere Castle all alone, peeking through the windows of the Henry 

Luce Nature Observatory…

Belvedere Castle: It is to the south of Delacorte Theater perched on Vista Rock. As its name suggests 

(Belvedere is Italian for “beautiful view”), the castle offers visitors a wonderful view. It is now home to the 

Henry Luce Nature Observatory, where simple displays show how naturalists observe the world.
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The Shakespeare Garden: Nestled between the Delacorte Theater, Belvedere Castle, and the Swedish 

Cottage, it is a garden dedicated to Shakespeare in 1916, the 300th anniversary of his death. Following a 

Victorian tradition, only flowers mentioned in Shakespeare’s plays and poetry were planted in the garden. 

Scattered throughout the garden are bronze plaques with Shakespearean quotations that inspired the 

planting.

to peek: to look at sth quickly, esp. secretly or from behind sth, e.g.

to peek at/through/into/over

Synonym: to peep, e.g.

He peeped/peeked through the gate into the garden.

Peeping Tom (sb who enjoys secretly watching people, esp. when they are doing private things, for 

instance, removing their clothes)

If time permits, the teacher may introduce the difference between general verbs and specific verbs. Good 

command of English requires mastery of both types of verbs. Using specific action verbs helps users of 

English to describe an action accurately and vividly. Take the verbs we know that denote different ways of 

“looking” for example:

General verbs: to look/see/watch

Specific verbs: to scan/glimpse/glare/stare/gaze/glance/peep/peek

Para 5:

Questions for appreciation: para.5-6: he was lost

a) what happened to him?

b) why was he so scared? What did he see?

c) what did he recall?

d) why do people have such constant fear in the Park?

Language studies:

89) I walked past, avoiding eye contact and turned down the path.

Why did the author avoid eye contact?

To avoid eye contact: to avoid looking directly at sb’s eyes and being looked at directly by the same person

at the same time

90) And I bolted, not running exactly, but no longer strolling…

Bolt: V. 逃跑

N. 逃跑，闪电。

[idiom]: a bolt from/out of the blue 青天霹雳，意外事件。

Eg. his sudden death came as a bolt from the blue.

vi.       a) to run away quickly        猛冲，逃跑

         b) to move; to break away    迅速移动

vt.       c) to fasten with strong rods and bar   拴住，使······和在一块

         d) to swallow food or drink hurriedly 匆匆吞下，咽下           

91) He bolted out of his house.

92) Eyes bolted towards the stranger.

93) He bolted the door on the inside.

94) He bolted down a hurried breakfast.

95) a bolt from (out of) the blue  晴天霹雳，意外的事

96) bolt upright  笔直   

97) make a bolt (for it) 赶快逃走
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Ask students to list words that denote different ways of walking or running.

General verbs Specific verbs

to run to bolt (to run in a sudden way, esp. when you are frightened

dash; to rush; to jog; to trot; to hurry; to scurry; to plunge

to walk to step (esp. a short distance); to pace (back and forth); to stride (to 

take long steps); to march (to walk steadily, with a regular step); to hike 

(to go for along walk for fun or exercise); to stroll (to walk at an easy, 

slow speed); to shuffle (to walk without taking your feet from the 

ground); to tiptoe; to ramble

98) [paraphrase]:all sense of direction obliterated

I lost my sense of direction. / I didn’t know where I was or where I was goint.

to obliterate: to get rid of, to rub out or blot out

a) The heavy rain obliterated all footprints.

b) The whole village was obliterated in the war.

c) Anne was eager to obliterate her error.

d) They tried to obliterate the enemy’s bomb base.

99) When I finally realized where I was—in the Ramble…

the Ramble: It is a 38-acre wild garden in Central Park with rocky outcrops, secluded glades and a 

tumbling stream, built for visitors to stroll in (hence the name).

100) [paraphrase]:As I turned left again, I saw the lake…

The lake is the largest body of water (excluding the Reservoir) in Central Park. It was created out of a large 

swamp in the south of the Park and was intended for boating in the summer and ice-skating in the winter. 

Many visitors are content, however, to circle the lake on foot, following the pathways that wind along its 

shoreline, watching the Park’s tree-line shifting in its reflection.

Para 6:

101) …enjoying the picture of the city again, the very reassuring city…

Notice that the word “reassure” appears several times in the text. Ask the students about the effect of the 

repeated use.

102) Far out in the lake, there was a light.

out: far away, e.g.

a) Her son’s gone out to California.

b) Scientists still believe that there is life out there in outer space.

c) It happened in a little town way out on the prairies.

103) [paraphrase]:I got my bearings.

I found where I was.

to get/find your bearings: to find out where you are and what you do next, e.g.

104) I landed one mile from Danville, N.Y., about 155 miles from New York City. There I inquired to find 

my bearings and found that I was not more than two miles off my course.

105) I found my bearings quickly while Mom fretted over the map.

to lose your bearings: to become confused about where you are or what you do next, 迷失方向，不知所措

e.g. Twenty minutes later it was dark; I completely lost my bearings.

106) The far side of the lake must be near Strawberry Fields, around Seventy-second.
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the far side of the lake: the other side of the lake that is a greater distance from the speaker, e.g. the far 

side of the street;  the far end of the bar

Strawberry Fields: the tear-drop-shaped area of park landscape in the south of Central Park planted with 

125,000 strawberry plants. It is named after the song Strawberry Fields Forever in honor of John Lennon 

(1940-1980), member of the Beatles.

Seventy-second: Seventy-second street in New York

In New York City, Manhattan, the streets are numbered from the south end. The avenues are numbered from 

1st Avenue at East River to 12th Avenue at the Hudson River.

107) [paraphrase]:–a detail that I’ve compulsively reviewed in my mind since I first heard it.

Ever since I first heard of the McMorrow case I have been going over the details in my mind:How he was 

killed, disemboweled and rolled into the lake. I just can’t help it.

compulsive:

said of sth that is difficult or impossible to stop or control, e.g.

compulsive gambling/shopping/stealing/exercising/lying

His compulsive ambition made him unpopular with the rest of the staff.

Many young people went on a shopping spree and indulged in compulsive buying.

said of sb who has a desire or habit that they cannot control, e.g.

compulsive gamblers/liars/addicts/eaters, etc

Cf: compulsory: required; must be done because of a rule or law, e.g.

Compulsory courses/education

108) And then his killers, with time on their hands and no witnesses, just went home.

with time on their hands (or: to have time on your hands): to have more time available than you need, e.g.

Mah-jong is for people with too much time on their hands.

Para 7:

Questions for appreciation: para.7: the first period in Central Park’s history (1857-1878)

a) what was the Park like?

1).in terms of function: 

the domain of the privileged; 

band concert on Saturday; 

keep the rougher element out; 

luxurious and secluded

2).   in architectural terms: 

a combination of Romanticism and French classicism

Language studies:

109) [paraphrase]:One of the first events in the Park took place 140 years ago almost to the day: a 

band concert. The concert, pointedly, was held on a Saturday, still a working day, because the 

concert, like much of the Park then, was designed to keep the city’s rougher elements out.

One of the first events in the Park took place almost exactly on this day 140 years ago: a band concert. The 

concert was deliberately held on a Saturday when ordinary people were all working so as to keep them out.

The Park was pressed for primarily by wealthy merchants and landowners. In the first decade after its 

completion, therefore, it was clearly the playground of the wealthy. It was located too far uptown to be 

within walking distance for the city’s working class population. Train fare also represented a greater 
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expenditure than most of the workers could afford. Saturday afternoon concerts were for middle-

audiences as well, for the six-day working week precluded attendance by the working class. As a result, 

workers comprised but a fraction of the visitors to the Park until the late nineteenth century, when they 

launched a successful campaign to have concerts held on Sundays as well.

110) The Park at night must have seemed luxurious and secluded—a giant evening garden party. The 

Park was to be strolled through, enjoyed as an aesthetic experience, like a walk inside a painting.

secluded: quiet and private; away from ordinary laboring people

seclude:

garden party: (BrE)a formal party for a lot of people, held in a large garden (AmE: lawn party)

an aesthetic experience: an occasion to enjoy beautiful scenery and music as well as the company of 

well-dressed people

Para 8:

Questions for appreciation: para. 8-9: an encounter with a couple

a) do u find the little episode interesting?

b) how did the couple react when they saw the author?

c) what was it about the author that made him so frightening?

d)

Language studies:

111) [paraphrase]:I spotted a couple approaching. Your first thought is: nutcase?

I suddenly saw a couple coming my way. Your first thought is: are they mad?

112) [paraphrase]:…the man jerked her forward authoritatively.

… the man suddenly and abruptly pulled her forward in a masterful way

113) I couldn’t resist: just as we were about to pass each other, I addressed them, forthrightly:

I couldn’t resist: I couldn’t resist the temptation to speak to them.

to address them forthrightly: to speak to them in a straightforward way

Para 9:

114) [paraphrase]:I was emboldened by the realization…

I realized that as a man on his own in the Park at night I was actually frightening to other people. This gave 

me confidence and courage.

Notice the satire in the author’s remark.

Embolden: v. to give courage or confidence to sb.

115) He smiled and this emboldened her to ask him for help.

116) Emboldened by drink, he walked over to speak to her.

on one’s own: completely independent; responsible for oneself

Para 10:

Questions for appreciation: para.10: 2nd stage in Centrap Park’s history (1900-1934)

a) what changes took place in the Park in the first three decades of 20th century?

b) who transformed the Parked later on?

c) what was the author’s attitude to this reform?

Language studies:

117) [paraphrase]:This was at the heart of Henry James’s observation…

This was the essence/central idea of Henry James’s remarks about the Park.
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heart: Here, it means the central or most important part of something.

More examples:

118) What is at the heart of the plan is to allow farmers to make more money.

119) This critic has touched the heart of the story.

120) She has a talent for getting to the heart of a problem.

observation: remark or comment

121) The park might have been at its most popular…

to be at its most popular: when it was most popular…

A more frequently used expression is “to be at one’s best”, meaning in one’s best condition, e.g.

122) Under Queen Victoria England seemed to be at her best.

123) His average score was over 50 points when he was at his best.

124) He acted both tragic and comic parts, but he was at his best in comedy.

125) …until 1934, when the legendary Robert Moses was appointed the Park’s commissioner.

Robert Moses (1988-1981) was a New York state and municipal official whose ambitious public works 

projects of the 1930s, 1940s and 1950s transformed the urban landscape of New York City. He expanded 

the state’s park system and built numerous parkways and hundreds of new playgrounds and parks and 

important highways, bridges and tunnels linking the boroughs of New York City. As suggested by the 

author, Moses preferred recreational facilities to the rural scenery stressed by the English Romanticists, and 

an ordered and symmetrical design in French Renaissance style, evident in the southern Central Park. 

Therefore, under Moses, Central Park gained 19 playgrounds, 12 ball-fields, handball courts, and the 

Wollman Rink.

126) [paraphrase]:Moses was responsible for the third design element in the Park–neither English 

nor French, neither Romantic nor classical, but efficient, purposeful and unapologetically 

American.

Moses added third design element to the Park.

to be responsible for sth/sb: here, to be the cause of sth, e.g.

127) The moisture is responsible for the rust.

128) He was responsible for the accident.

There are three elements in the architecture of Central Park. English Romanticism is characterized by the 

picturesque ideal to blend the architecture with the natural environment. Central Park’s founding 

commissioners Olmsted and Calvert Vaux were influenced by this tradition. Their ideal was to allow New 

Yorkers to experience a day in the pastoral country without leaving the island city. The Ramble, the sheep 

meadow, the wooded paths, the terraces and promenades are of this style. Another style is Classicism 

characterized by formal symmetry and the use of straight lines, evident in the south end of the Park. Notice 

the author’s attitude towards Moses’ additions to the Park. In the early days of America, admiration for 

British or European culture was still strong. Indeed the concept of creating the park was originally 

conceived by wealthy New Yorkers who admired the public grounds of London and Paris. However, with 

the maturing of the nation and the rise of its power, the pride of Americanism gradually took the upper 

hand. The author therefore describes the Park proudly as efficient, purposeful and distinctive—neither 

romantic nor classical, and neither English nor French, but distinctively American.

129) [paraphrase]:He put in baseball diamonds, volleyball courts…

He had baseball fields built.

to put in: to install; to build, e.g.

130) We can’t move into the house until they’ve put the heating in.
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131) We’re having a burglar alarm put in.

Other uses of put in:

132) to spend time/to make efforts

If you put in a few hours of work every week, the lawn would not look so terrible.

They must have put in a lot of effort to prepare this exhibition.

133) to invest in a business

They have each put in 10,000 to start up the business.

diamond: here, it refers to the diamond-shaped field for playing baseball.

134) He even tried to turn the Ramble into a senior citizen’s recreation center, but was stopped by the 

protesting birdwatchers.

Senior citizens: a euphemism for old people

Euphemisms are mild, pleasant or indirect words or phrases in place of harsh, unpleasant, more direct or 

accurate ones.

For example:

Euphemisms for “to die”: to pass away/to be no more/to be gone/to go to heaven/to join the great 

majority/to breathe one’s last

Euphemism for garbage collector: sanitary engineer

Birdwatcher: Birdwatchers observe wild birds in their natural habitat. The favorite places for bird 

watching in Central Park are the Ramble and the reservoir area.

135) [paraphrase]:The irony was that by the end of the Moses era the Park was dangerout.

Moses did a lot to turn Central Park into an efficient people’s park. But the outcome was quite unexpected 

and sad: by the end of his era the Park was dangerous.

Irony: a strange, funny or sad situation in which things happen in the opposite way to what you would 

expect. The basic element of irony is a discrepancy between what is expected and what actually happens. 

Note the structures where the word often appears in the following examples:

By a cruel/tragic/bitter irony, General Franklin was killed at the very moment of his army’s great 

victory.

We took all the trouble to catch the bus only to be held by the traffic jam. The irony of it was that we 

could have arrived there on time if we had gone on foot!

Para 11:

Questions for appreciation: para.11: another scare at the northern end of the park; the 3rd period in the 

Central Park’s history(1934-1960)

a) what did he see at the Reservoir?

b) what made him keep his head down and pick up his pace?

Language studies:

136) Near the reservoir, a gang of kids on bicycle zoomed across the Eighty-fifth Street Transverse, 

hooting with a sense of ominous power.

Hooting with a sense of ominous power: laughing in a loud and unpleasant way showing that they knew 

they had the power to make people feel afraid of them.

This paragraph again is about the author’s fear. Notice how he sets the threatening scene by using such 

words as: “gang”, “zoomed across”, “hooting”, “ominous” and, later, “involuntarily”, “on a rampage

Compare this paragraph to Para6, and you will find similarities in idea and, hence also in organization and 

vocabulary (“compulsive” and “involuntarily”; “call up” and “review”, etc).

the Reservoir: Located in the north part of Central Park, the reservoir, with the 1.58 mile track round it, is 
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a favorite place for joggers, birdwatchers, and tourists where they can enjoy some of the best views of the 

New York City skyline.

Para 12: 

Questions for appreciation: para.12: another aesthetic experience

a) what struck the author as very beautiful?

b) what kind of beauty is it? Can the author describe it? Why can’t he find the vocabulary to 

describe the appeal of the city?

c) does he like the city? Or hate the city? Sum up his attitude toward the Park.

Language studies:

137) [paraphrase]:But there was no escaping the recognition that this city—contrived, man-made, 

glaringly obtrusive, consuming wasteful and staggering quantities of electricity and water and 

energy—was very beautiful.

But there was no denying the fact (you have to admit) that the city was very beautiful, although it was not a 

natural kind of beauty, it was artificial and showy, and it used up a great amount of water and energy.

contrived: cleverly made but not natural 人为的，预谋的

contrive: V. 设法做到；谋划，策划；设计，想出。

contrive to do sth 

eg. he contrived to live on a small income.

   The prisoner contrived a way of escaping punishment. 谋划了一个逃避惩罚的方法。

glaringly obtrusive: very conspicuous or showy with everything glittering or shining

staggering: shocking

Review the structure: “There is no verb+ing…”.

More examples:

a) There’s no escaping the dust in Spring.

b) There is no escaping the fact that he has lied.

c) There’s no escaping mental stress these days. Life is tough.

d) There is no denying the fact that these people have a reason to be angry.

e) There is no arguing with someone who refuses to listen.

f) He knew that from that day onward there was no going back.

g) There was no mistaking his intention this time.

h) There is no telling how long he might be away.

i) There is no denying that he is bad-tempered and selfish. But he’s also a genius.

138) [paraphrase]:But there it was: the city at night, viewed from what meant to be an escape from it, 

shimmering.

People come to the Park to escape from the hustle and bustle of the city. But it was precisely in the Park that 

day that I found the city at night was extremely beautiful.

There it is/was: (spoken) used to summarize a situation

Part 4 (para. 13-25): my sleepover in the wood

Questions for appreciation:

139) when and where was he now? (the North Woods at 1:30 a.m.)

para 18-24: my encounter with raccoons

140) do you find the ending of the essay interesting?

141) what kind of effect did the author want to create by describing the raccoons?

142) can you understand his imaginary dialogue with raccoons?
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Para16-25:

In Para 16 to 25 the author gives a vivid account of his camping among the trees. Draw students’ attention 

to the author’s choice of words and encourage them to use these words in retelling this part.

Para 24:

My voice startled them and…one of them started peeing. And them, nature finding herself unable to 

resist, it started to pour.

Notice the humorous way the author compared the peeing of the raccoon and the pouring rain of nature.

Questions for appreciation: the whole text:

How do you sum up the author’s attitude to the park?

Ambivalence/mixed feelings:

a) the pride and love of the city and the park for its cultural richness and its beauty (both natural and 

man-made);

b) the fear of the crime associated; the darkness in the wild.
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教  案

周    次 第     周，第    次课 授课时间 年  月  日

授课章节 Consolidation and Extension

本（章）节

授课方式
课堂讲授（√）  实践课（  ） 教学时数 4 学时

本

（
章
）

节

教

学

目

标

1. Ask students to understand writing devices.

2. Ask students to review TEM4 points.

3. Consolidation

授

课

要

点

教

学

重

点

和

难

点

1.Parallelism and complement

2.TEM4 points

思考题

或

作  业

1．Preview Lesson Two and finish pre-class work.
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教学内容与组织安排

Step 6: exercises

Ex. 4 on page 375:

This is for the students to master word formation.

Ex. 7 on page 377-379:

The emphatic words of this text.

Ex. 2 on page 381-382:

Use different words to describe the same thing or action, a way of doing paraphrase.

Ex. 3 on page 382-383:

Practice of the words explained in Ex. 7 on page 377-379.

Ex. 4 on page 383:

    

Ex. 5 on page 383-384:

Correct the mistakes, help the students the use the language appropriately.

Ex. 6 on page 384:

Grasp the use of euphemism.

Ex. 1 on page 385-386

Identify the subject and main verb.

Ex. 2 on page 386:

Elliptical coordinate clause and sentences.

Ex. 3 on page 387:

Grammar.

Ex. 4 on page 387:

One structure about “except”.

Ex. 5 on page 388:

The structure of “except” and “model verb + perfect indefinite”.

Ex. 6 on page 388-389:
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